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NOTES: 

where material was duplicated in several sources, it is 
footnoted as having come from one book, generally the one 
in which the best, most detailed, and most comprehensive 
coverage of the material was found, which sometimes results 
in what appears to be a preponderance of fl"lotnotes from 
only OIle source, 

due to the sonnets having been reprinted in fragments in 
variouEI articiles, all sonnets Quoted are documented as 
though their source were the book MO ABITER ~(YN~TrrE and not 
the individual a,..ticle in which thev anpeared. Spellin,Q" 
however has been Anglicized due to the difficulty in 
reproducing German diacritical markings. 

althou~~ criticism was translated from the German when 
quoted, the sonnets were lp-ft intact to p~eserve the effect 
that would h~ve been lost by an inadequate rennering into 
English. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

FGurteen people walked out .f Berlin's Moabit prison 

into the night. The Allies were close enough that gunfire 

WaS heard in the city itself, and the 8S guards were pre

sumably setting free some of the prisoners before they could 

be freed by the "liberators." They had gone only a few 

steps when they were all shot from behind. ''Then the bodies 

were found, one had a sheaf of papers clutched in the hand. 

It was in this way that the Moabiter 80nette were discovered 

by the 'brother of their aut).Ior, ,Albrecht Haushofer. 1 

The name of Albrecht Haushofer, unlike that of, say, 

Claus von stauffenberg or Erwin pommel, is known to r;.ermany 

as that of a geopolitician, a university professor, a figure 

in the :B'oreign Office, and an author of poli tical dramas, as 

well as that of a member of the resistance against Hitler, 

although outside his country Haushofer is most famous for 

having written the sonette. 2 Although Ribbentrop saw to his 

dismissal from his Foreign Office position in 1938, he evidently 

had some influence on Hitler for a while. When his veiled 

warnings and suggestions began to cause suspicion, he and 

his friEmds fell under Gestapo surveillance. During this 

IAlbrecht Haushofer, Moabiter Sonette, commentary by Rainer 
HildebrEmdt (not numbered). 

2Charle~1 W. Hoffmann, Dpposi tion Poetry in Nazi ~erllany, p. 56. 

---------,-----------------
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time Hausho£er tried, through Hess, to establish contact 

with England and was also in contact with the active 

resistance in Germany. Haushofer was imprisoned twice, 

first after Hess's flight to England, and second after the 

July 20 plot against Hitler's life. His connections with 

the conservative resistance which engineered this ~ttempt 

cost him. his life, although he was not a central figure in 

the grou.p.l The Sonette were written, as their name implies, 

during his final imprisonment and in the last months of his 

life. 2 

'l'his collection has a sort of middle position in its 

relationship to other oppositional writings of the period. 

It was written in prison, where writing tools were forbidden 

possessi.ons, quite difficult to find and hard to keep once 

obtained because of the constant searches and poor facilities 

for hiding anything in a prison cell. And if a piece of 

writing containing any sort of oppositional thought or a 

description of prison life were discovered, it might have 

meant all addition to the author's sentence or worse at the 

hands of the brutal SS.3 Although poetry was tithe predominant 

genre" in anti-Nazi literature,4 the Sonette took this form 

for only a few of the usual reasons: because of the ease 

of reco;::>ying and distribution (or in this case, hiding); 

because poetry is a more subjective art form and a good 

lIbid., pp. 56-7. 

3Ibid., p. 103. 

. --._---_ .•. _-

2Ibid., p. 56. 

4Ibid., p. 1 • 
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vehicle for expression for one .. who cannot maintain sufficient 

detachnemt from his subject;l and since open opposition is 

often found behind rather than in the main images and themes 

of the flonnets, 2 perhaps because poetry deals so m.uch in 

symboliflm rather than ordinary language, thus allowing a poet 

to mean more than he says and still assume that his readers, 

being ufled to such poetic devices, will find the hidden 

Ileaninge; in his work. 3 still some of the poems are openly 

defeatie3t, a form of opposition not to be tolerated,4 since 

the ~Ulschauung of one writing for official approval had 

to be heroic, never passive. 5 The Sonette differ froll Iluch 

of the other poetry written by imprisoned poets in that they 

do not .IIlerely describe as much as they question - why did 

Nazism eome about? what part did I, did we all, play in its 

rise? what will its fate be?6 And obviously~ although its 

author was not a professional, the collection is of Iluch 

better quality artistically than the bulk of the literature 

cOiling froll the prisons. 7 

S:hese 79 sonnets, which are sometimes autobiographical 

and sOIlEltimes seemingly unrelated, are unified by the strong 

personal element in thell8 and by what several commentators 

refer to as their element of passive resignation, which is 

the sub;ject of this study. 

2 Ibid., p. 59. 

5Frank Mankiewicz, "German Literature 1933-1938, n German 
Quarterlj(, 52: 179-191, November, 1939. 

678 Hoffmann, 2.£. cit., p. 107. Ibid., p. Ill. Ibid., p. 58. 



II. THE SONNETS--INFLUENCE OF 
HEGEL AND MODERN HISTORY 

A. "Die! Tragoedie eines Denkers" 

Felix 1.Vassermann finds the en tire collection to be 

"peraeated by a basic note of pessillism and resi€7lation, n 

which he, considers to be "characteristic of many of Haus

hofer's fellow strugglers ••• " and also "one of the chief 

reasons for the collapse of the German resistance movement •••• " 

The attitude, he says, is typical of a generation who seem 

to think themselves "fighters at forgotten posts •••• "l 

Blankenagel also uses the same word to characterize the 

collection when he says that they contain tlno self-pity, 

no wild recrimination. no vitriolic condeanation of brutal, 

degraded tyrants, but rather a note of melancholy resignation 

and acceptance of inexorable destiny.n 2 

Wassermann seems to think that Haushofer's resignation 

and pessimism stem chiefly from the fact that intellectuals 

find it hard to cope with utter brutality; or, as he puts it, 

It is the tragedy of one who thinks and delves 
into things and wants at the same time to be a 
man of action, and like the others of his ilk, 
considers, plans, and thinks matters out too 

l"Ein De:nkmal des ewigen Deutschlands: Albrecht Haushofer' s 
Moabiter Sonette," Monatshefte, 40:305-313, October, 1948. 

2"Albrecht Haushofer's Moabiter Sonette," German Quarterly, 
20:189-l9~ May, 1947. 



much, and finally fails, because moral and 
cultural refinement make it impossible for 
him to deal effectively ',vi th the uncompli
cated And brutal men of action. l 

5 

Haushofer himself admits this in sonnet 68, "TJTi~sen," whpn 

he saye that he has tried his entire life to collect knowledge 

and experiences whi ch ,-;re now useless--flDas TTTissen liegt 

gebunden vor dem streit ..... 

B. The contradintory definition: historicaJ- necessity 

Hoffm8lID, however, finds this explanation too facile. 

True, i i; was not easy for men vvho were un\i'dlling to mFl.tch 

methods with the Na7.iS to fight this brutal regime; indeed, 

he sees this as "the basic problem f~ced by the opposition.,,2 

But we • .rill see that this problem was overcome by the men 

who were actuully to carry out Hitler's near-assassinntion, 

though perhaps not by those \;ho were not actively involved 

in the attempts. 

J~d this was not Haushofe~'s prime predicament either. 

Hoffmann considers his dilemma to stem not from "impntent 

refimement" as much as from the fact that Nazism -;;8S seen 

by Haushofer in tVlO con tracii ctory ways. It 'N8.S, to Haus

hofer the histnrian and politician, merely !";mother "political 

phenomenon," simnly an evil creation of evil men. 3 Hitlerism, 

seen from the st;;;ndpoint of a re:=tlistic poli tici~'n, was then 

a "doctrineless movement which recebred no impulse save from 

l'Nassermann, OPe cit., p. 308. 

2Hoffmar.ffi, 2£. £!!., p. 61. 
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the will of its insane ruler, which based its every act 

on mOlleJ:l.tary expe diency, and which must logically lead to 

destruction." But there was yet another view of Nazism 

possibl.e. Haushofer's belief in historical necessity led 

hill to ~1iew the movement as an agent of destruction, sent 

to end a historical epoch so that divine justice would be 

satisfied and the inevitable Ilarch of history in its "divine" 

direction could continue. He cites the following sonnet, 

"Das Er1:)e, 11 as proof of the fact that Haushofer be lieved 

his age to be one in which a cOllplete historical turnabout 

was to take place: l 

In Schutt und Staub ist Babylon versunken, 
ein Tempel blieb vom alten Theben fest, 
von Ktesiphon zeugt einer Halle Rest, 
das grosse Angkor ist i.ll. iNald ertrunken 
auch unser ganzes Erbe sind Ruinen. 
l(och kurze Weile zwischen toten Mauern 
wird kue.llIDerlicher Menschen Sorge dauern 
danach wird alles nur dem Efeu dienen. 
])er Efeu des Vergessens wird sich ranken 
1m ein Jahrtausend hoher Bluetezeit, 
1m dreissig Jahre Iloerderischen Streit. 

(Sonettl 57) 

~~he necessity for this "catalyst" is assigned to 

"modern man's loss of faith in the forces of Good and his 

resultant willingness to turn to Evil when the solutions to 

his prol)le.ns were no longer readily forthcoming ('wenn sich 

zur Hilfe nicht die Goetter regen,' p. 33).,,2 Also important 

is the Ellement of selfishness and unwillingness to serve, 

which destroy the foundation for good government. This 

viewpoint is expounded upon in several sonnets, notably 

2~., pp. 64-5. 
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in "Die Gefaehrten," p. 31, in which he speaks of the men 

of the ~?Oth of July plot, holding them up as rare examples 

to thosH who have rejected responsibility and re:fused to 

accept the consequences of their actions. l 

lIbid., p. 65. 



1. A corrupt ~~ 

A look at the si tU,'3.tion inside Germc>JlY at the time 

the resi.stance was trying to remove Hi tler lends considerable 

weight to the idea thi:lt the age was a corrupt one and deserved 

annihilation. This is not comnletely invalid bec'Olllse of 

special conditions existing onlv within Germ8nV and peculiar 

only to the German people. In sonett 37, HauRhofer refers to 

the snecies homo sapiens as "Tiger-Apes," imnlying a general 

condemn2,tion of hi s era rather than a nR1'rOW brand of finger

pointing that singled out his own nation; and the viewpoint 

thc:.t the world in general must. take part of th~ bl?.me for 

Nazism can be found both in Roepke, a Germ,·n, and Dulles, 

an Americtffi, to use representative authors. Roepke feels 

that if Nazism had merely been ostraci zed in its e9.rly davs, 

instead of being allowed to carryon so successfully its 

"courting of world favour," it might have died ont.1 unfor

tunately, the movement found ma'Yly supporters in Engl rlnd, 

France, and the United states, and elsewhere in the world. In 

1935, for instance, Churchill, in his book Great Contemporaries, 

was admiring Hitler's "courage ••• perseverance, and ••• vital 

force which enabled him to challenge, defv, conciliB.te, or 

0 1Tercome, a11 the authorities or resistance which barred 

lWilhelm Roepke, The German Question, p. 32. 
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his path."l Many foreigners were much impressed by the 

closed nightclubs, the outlawed lipstick, and other evidences 

of specious morality on the part o~ the Nazis. By the time 

they let themselves realize that this outward Puritanism 

was only masking a greater immorality, the movement was too 

strong to oust. 2 

Still, even those freest with their condemnation of 

the world outside Germany do not leave Germany herself free 

from blame; on the contrary, Roepke carries Germany's failure 

down in1io the roots of the German national character. He 

does not view this character as any mystical thing which is 

born into anyone of "German blood tt but as a result of the 

course of German history.~ The greatest character-influencing 

factor in German history, in the sense we are interested in 

here, was the Reformation, which left the German with a 

strong respecit for ruler and state4 and made the idea of a 

superstate qui te tolerable. 5 Lutheranism taught him that 

he could consider political and private life in two quite 

different lights--the former follows a ruthless law of its 

own and the latter is bound by different moral laws, thus 

making a dual life ruled by two entirely different sets of 

moral principles quite possible. 6 Then since BisJIlarck, the 

German character has undergone an alteration in favor of the 

lAllen V/elsh Dulles, Germany's Underground, p. 16. 

2Ibid., pp. 19-20. 3QE. cit., p. 117. 

4Ibid., p. 118. 5Ibid., p. 143. 6I bid., pp. 38-9. 
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Prussian nodel, which is something rather different. l 

Prussianism added, among other factors, the arrogance which 

sabotaged every liberal advance made by the Western Germans 

in the 19th century2 and also exaggerated the normal (and 

dangerolls) German tendency to exaggerate trends and movements 

perhaps thought up elsewhere.3 Thus one could not call Ger-

lllany a nation of criminals in an innocent world, because a 

trend would have to exist before it could be exaggerated. 

What sort of people then were produced by this 

historieal heritage? Heidenheimer gives a concise statement 

of the results as follows: 

.••• large numbers of t average t Germans who held 
pOSitions in the party and its affiliated 
()rganizations haEl come to adapt themselves to 
the re.gime's excesses, rationalizing acceptance 
with the argument that they were inevitable or 
that they were more than balanc~d off by the 
J~egime t s posi ti ve achievements. 

Roepke suggests, in addition, several other factors that 

worked to keep people from opposing the state. Many, he 

said, simply wanted to remain active in public life to retain 

status and escape boredom, and that aside from a sense of 

"duty," many had deluded themselves into thinking that if 

they kept their jobs, they would at least be run by non-

Nazis who would not take advantage of the position to commit 

atrocit:Les. 5 In short, the German anti-Nazis were Ita minority 

lIbid., p. 144. 2Ibid., p. 146. 

4Arnold J. Heidenheimer, The Governments of Germany, p. 30. 

5Q£. £!!., pp. 53-4. 
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opposed to something their compatriots either supported or 
II 

tolerated. l 

As was previously st8ted, German character is not 

something as much born in as trained in. Therefore the 

attitude of the majority of Germans could logically be 

traced to the country's intellectuals and its cler8Y, which 

Roepke calls the two groups that give a nation its conscience. 

In Germany, these groups failed. 2 The universities not only 

failed to resist Nazism, they were among its most enthusiastic 

supporters. And if university professors were influenced 

by Nazi ideas, what then of secondary teachers, judges, and 

all who might be classed as the intelligentsia?3 

And what of the churches? Dulles says "In view of 

the num,~rical strength and ancient traditions of the German 

churches •••• and Hitler's failure to complete his domination 

of them, it is surprising that they were not a greater danger 

to him than they proved to be." But unfortunately they 

regarded. Nazism at first as merely a new form of government, 

not realizing how basically anti-Christian it was. Then too, 

the church was accustomed to being neutral concerning temporal 

affairs, which was a factor, as well as their "self-deception" 

and IIHitler's cunning.,,4 Rothfels mentions the fact that 

Protestant Christians were used to church-state intermingling, 

which they accepted not so much with the attitude that whatever 

lDulles, £E. cit., p. 21. 

2.Q£. ci·~., p. 64., Haushofer's view is similar. See tlWissen." 

3Ibid., p. 75. 4Dulles, £E. cit., pp. 110-111. 

---_.-_._-_._-- --_. 
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is, is right, but more or less just whatever is, is, and 

there's an end to it. l Although the catholic Church was 

more apt to think in terms of evil forces roaming the world 

and therefore to class the Nazis among them,2 oppression of 

the Church was softened somewhat by the Concordat with the 

Vatican:, in which Hi tIer promised to respect Church rights. 3 

Rothfell3, who is a German defending Germans and doesn't 

always 13eem quite objective, does, however, support an idea 

found elsewhere in American sources that German christians 

were willing to allow the Nazification of the country if 

the ch~rch were allowed to continue relatively unhampered. 

He quotes Pastor Niemoeller of the Confessional Church as 

having 13aid that the churches did not act until absolute ly 

forced to. 4 In fact, Niemoeller, one of the leaders of 

resistrulce in the church (no church ~ an institution was 

involved. actively in the opposition?), also an ex-U-bo~ 

commander, told Allied reporters that he reported to the 

submarine command because he thought he had a duty to Germany. 

He was later jailed for resistance to the Nazi policy toward 

churcheB, but if they had been left alone, most German Con

fessional Churches would have remained 10yal. 6 

lQ.£. ci -~., p. 39. 

3Heidenheimer, .2.£. ci t., p. 25. 

5Dulles:, .2.£. cit., p. 116. 

2Ibid., p. 41. 

4QE. cit., pp. 41-42. 

6Roepke, 2E. cit., p. 140. 



2. "Der Vater" 

In only one poem does the idea of Nazism as "the 

embodiment of historical necessitytl become the main theme, 

that is "Der Vater: ,,1 

]~in tiefes Maerchen aus dem Morgenland 
,erzaehl t uns, dass die Geister boeser Macht 
gefangen sitzen in des Meeres Nacht, 
-v-ersiegelt von besorgter Gotteshand, 
obis einmal im Jabrtausend wohl das Glueck 
dem einen Fischer die Entscheidung goenne, 
-der die Gefessel ten en tsiegeln koenne, 
wirft er den Fund nicht gleich ins Meer zurueck. 
:8'Uer meinen Vater wax das Los gesprochen. 
:!!:s lag einmal in seines Willens Kraft, 
doen Daemon heimzustossen in di e Haft. 
l~ein Vater hat das Siegel aufgebrochen. 
:Den Hauch des Boesen hat er nicht gesehn. 
:Den Daemon liess er in die ~,Vel t entwehn. 

(Sonett 47) 

It may appear that there is no sense of necessity to be 

found in the poem, but Hoffmann insists that the action of 

the father merely proves that the time was ripe for the 

catalyt:ic agent of destruction, that it is symbolic of the 

fact that the world had morally deteriorated. A force 

Haushofer calls "Glueck" and Hoffmann calls "Fortuna" had 

given the fisherman the choice of releasing the evil or 

throwing it imme diately back into the sea it came from -

evil is always there, to be chosen in its worst form at the 

time whE~n man has sunken low enough to do it. Here, and in 

IHoffmann, .2.,E. cit., p. 66. 

- ___ 0 ______ • 
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another poem, "Acheron," (p. 33), the impression is given 

that it is enough to countenance evil, or to close one's 

eyes to it ("Den Hauch des Boesen hat er nicht gesehn." and 

"Mein Vater war noch blind vom Traum der Macht,"); it is not 

exactly necessary to commit an evil act to be guilty and 

worthy of destruction. This willingness to overlook allowed 

Evil to become powerful,l the choice of symbol itself 

strongly suggesting that it is superhumanly so.2 

~rhe father, then, is seen somewhat as a symbol of 

the times, one of many who reacted the same way toward 

Nazism. Wassermann oonsiders the sonnets dealing with Karl 

Haushofer to be of special importance, because the poet's 

father "had long been his model, even in the initial collab

oration with the nationalist regime. n 3 Blankenagel too says 

that the younger Haushofer collaborated out of sympathy with 

his father,4 and Dulles speaks of the time before 1938 as 

"the days when he @brech] was a Nazi n , 5 although Hoffmann 

seems to think that he was not;6 and in the Bonnet "Olympisches 

Fest," (p. 34), Haushofer does say "Mich taeuschte dieser 

helle Zauber nicht •••• lch kannte wie die Maske das Gesicht." 

At any rate, Albrecht Haushofer, it must be remembered, was 

daily losing any sympathy he might have had with the lfazi 

movement, while his father, for one reason or another, was 

enmeshed in the system along with millions of other Germans 

lIbid., p. 67. 2Ibid ., p. 68. 3QE. cit., p. 306. 

4Q£. ci1~., p. 189. 5QE. cit., p. 122. 6QE. cit., p. 56. 
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like him. Therefore the father merely brought the situation 

of Germany and the world home with more clarity and force. 

Karl Haushofer, a former army general who became a 

geographer and professor later in his life, is called by 

Walsh ttthe master genius of an organized movement designed 

to justify, by scientific argument, the Nazi gamble for 

total power."l Wassermann, who is a little kinder to him 

generally, says that although he was a brilliant man, "his 

emotional romanticism, part of his German heritage, gave him 

a certain preference for the strong man and the strong state 

in history and politics. n2 Thus the elder Haushofer saw 

power as the ttbasic element of political reality"3 and thought 

the way to power was the possession of important territory.4 

:Sut was he really a Nazi? He had been the teacher 

of Rudolf Hess, it is true, who was a gO-between of ideas 

to Hitler, had visited them both in Landsberg during the 

writing of ~ Kampf, and was later consulted on political 

affairs by the party to the extent that he was on the suspect 

list for possible trial at NUernberg. 5 Haushofer said in 

his own defense that much of what he wrote was tlunder com-

pulsion," but he did admit to having brought much of his 

"military mentality" with him from his earlier army days.6 

InThe Mystery of Haushofer," ~, 21:106-120, September 
16, 1946. 

2"Karl Haushofer and German Geopolitics: A Tragic Experiment 
in Power Politics and Education," Education, 72:360-370, 
February, 1952. 

3Ibid., p. 366. 4Ibid., p. 363. 5walsh, £E. cit., p. 107. 

6Ibid., p. 110. 
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In answ.~r to the charge that he had written pro-Nazi articles 

even before he was forced to do so, Haushofer claimed that 

his teaohings had been used by the Naais as they had seen 

fitl and that Hess, not the brightest of his pupils, had 

passed on faulty information to Hitler, who was "half

educated," himself. 2 TValsh' s reply was that Haushofer had 

never r1epudiated a thing--if anything, he had praised the 

Nazis. 3 However Wassermann seems to think that Haushofer's 

Journal of Geopolitics "rarely went beyond the minimum of 

lip ser"vice to the political philosophy of the government 

without which a continued publication under a totalitarian 

regime would have been impossible.,,4 He does criticize 

Hausho:f,er and other intellectuals who saw Hitler as a strong 

anti-Communist force for failing to remember that when 

conservative brains and revolutionary brawn ally, the former 

is historically certain to lose out. 5 

lIbid., pp. 110-112. 2Ibid., p. 110. 3Ibid., p. 112. 

4"Karl Haushofer," pp. 364-65. 5Ibid., p. 367. 



3. Impersonal destruction 

~~he same idea as in liner ~rat;er" appears under a 

different ima,C!'e in "Lawinen," where "historical la',"" is 

seen as being "as unescapable as ••• natural law." 

11lem je die hohen Ber,ge Heimat waren, 
der iveiss, wi e man dip. Haenge meiden muss, 
em denen, in zermalmend-jaehem schuss, 
IJawinen donnernd in die rriefe f?hren. 

I)a mag' ein ganzer Berg in Stille l,quern, 
der kleinste schneeball reisst die Huellen ::iuf, 
lmd weisse Lasten tosen ihren Lauf. 
!Iegraben Taelp.r unter 'f'onesm"llern. 

(Sonett 22) 

In the Elonnets "Dem Ende zu" (p. 61), and "nie grossen 

Totenfl (p. 56), containing the line tt"'enn sich das deutsche 

SchicksE.l ganz erfnell t," the cnncept of Nazism's historical 

role is seen again, and the "irrepressible press to'Nard 

annihiL-;tion" gives a new feeling to the sonnets "'R.attenZll2:" 

(p. 50), in which the lITazis are coml)'-,red to Sl host of r8ts 

which are ravaging the land, tearing alonp with them every

thing th~J.t is not fast and stable (presnmably those of no 

firm beliAf) and sav::igely destroyin,g anything that stands 

in their way, and "Die grosse wlut" (p. 51), in which he 

describes country inundated by a flooded river; what could, 

fled, and what could not, died. 1 The rats 9nd the water 

are inorganic, or at least non-human, indestructible forces 

"Nhich are carrying off or destroying all that stands in 

IHoffmann, Ope ~., p. 68. 
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their path,1 which suggests the horrible necessity of the 

destruc:tion and the futi1l.ity of standing against it. AB 

Haushof'er says in the last stanza of "Lawinen:" 

Vermessenheit im Guten oder Boesen -
ich buesse den Versuch sie a~zuhalten. 
Ein StoBS - ein Wirbel - toedliches Erkalten ••• 

lIbid., p. 60. 



4. ~ article of faith 

It can be seen that as long as Haushofer is describing 

the criBis of his time, he is quite objective; however, when 

he begins to speculate about the end of the era and the 

means through which this will be brought about, he is 

entering:the realm of pure faith. He felt that Nazism was 

"so perfect a symbol of the combined evils of his age" thaT. 

it must have been sent by a hi~ner power to hasten the 

destruction of an a.Q'e that hcl.d burnpd itself ont, or rather 

had rotted itself away. 1 Rainer Hilnebrandt s~ws of Haus

hofer t1':.:a.t his belief in the "forming powers of history" 

seemed to be independent of his political knovdedge, th[:t 

he had a "strong feeling of a logic of fc3te tl 'Nhich stood 

"in an almost uncanny contradiction to his political 

t · . t tt2 ac 1. Vl. y •••• 

Where does this tenet of faith stem from? It can be 

logically suggested, perh~l.ns, that, just as one might seek 

to understand what is behind modern soci",lism by turning to 

look at Karl Marx, perhaps a short detour into Hegel will 

help explain this devLltion into emotional convi ction rather 

than logic. Findlay states that "Hegel's native Germ~l'1Y has 

at no time been free from his influence •••• ,,3 and Aiken 

lIbid., p. 66. 2sonette, commentary. 

3J •N• Findlay, Hegel, ~ Re-Rxaminatiol}, p. 17. 

-----------------_. __ ._-_ ... ---- ---
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elabora·tes to the effect that Hegel t s philosophy is 

"lUlquestionably one of the most influential systems of 

thought in the nineteenth centurv" and one which "ha!f had 

many other far-reaching effects upon modern thought, including: 

not only' philosophy itself •••• ,,1 Thus, when one finds, in 

an educated German with strong idealiRtic tendencies, evi-

dence of a pronounced belief in historical necessity or the 

view that historical hanpenings are the somehow plc-lnned steps 

in a di-vine plan, in light of these statements (and perhaps 

also looking back to HTassermann's statement about the "f!erman 

heritage rt which influenced the thought of Hanshofer's fRther), 

perh8,ns it would not be an exaggeration to say that Haushofer 

was fac·ed with the problem of "~!Jissen" versus (Hegelian) 

lI~lauben,n these forces being "fed" by the operation of 

entirely different faculties, a.nd the latter being the 

stronger--a state of affairs not unc~mmon to the human 

condition. 

The French Revolution inspired Hegel's philosophical 

system, along with that of many another Germp-n philos~pher. 

These men deplored the violen0.e associated with the revo

lution but sa'N that it was based upon an ideal of freedom.2 

Hegel's predecessor Kant went only so far as to say that 

reason Nas important but oould not fathom that which it was 

not equipped to understand; th::,t is, it could not go beyond 

experience without becoming involved in cont:radi0.tions. But 

lllnialectics and History: ~.m.F. Hegel," ~he Age of Reason, p. 71~ - - -.----
2Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Revolutions Hegel and the Rise 
of f30cial Theory, p. 3. -
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Hegel, on the other hand, accepted contradictions as "them

selves indicative of the nature of things."l Whereas Kant 

had allowed it to be true that every "thesis" produced an 

"antithesis" which directly contradicted it, he did not 

proceed to the next step, as Hegel did, and consider both 

true when considered as "imperfect expressions of a higher, 

more inclusive proposition which contains what is significant 

in both of them •••• called a 'synthesis.,,,2 

Reyburn explains the admittedly self-contradictory 

problem of Hegelianism as follows: 

Hegel's contention is that if #e are in earnest 
Vlri th our thought and carry i t ~s far as it will 
go, such a category dhanges in our hands and 
Elhows a meaning which we try to exclude from 
j.t. This state of things can be mended only 
when we adopt a more concrete principle which 
tncludes both aspects as part of itself •••• 
V/hen we force reality, as it were, into one of 
these primitive categories and try to take it 
abstractly, it avenges itself by turning into 
~mother form. The neglected aspects appear 
in spite of us, and the despised unity of the 
system as a whole3 reveals itself by fQrcing 
a half idea to turn into its opposite. 4 

EVidently we are to assume that it is hard to categorize 

any part of reality as "good" or "bad" because a "real" 

thing will by its nature not be completely one or the other. 

TWo levels of thought are necessary in dialectic: under-

standing and Reason. The former can sense contradiction 

lAiken, .Q.E. cit., p. 73. 2Ibid., p. 74. 

3The un:i ty of the universe is a point found in the Sonette 
which will be mentioned later. 

4The Ethical Theory of Hegel: A Study of the Philosophy 
of Rign~, p. 12. 
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and dissimilarity, but it takes the operation of the latter 

to make harmony out of the resulting confusion. l whereas 

the Understanding can weigh two propositions and find one 

to be true and the other false, or one Itgood" and the other 

"bad," the Reason recognizes that no element can be rejected 

as fals l3, because the "overcoming" of one of the antithetical 

ideas involves its perpetuation in the larger scale. 2 This 

is reminiscent of Robert Frost's couplet about good and bad 

managing to have lasted because they stood so long contrasted. 

In other words, one could say truthf'ully enough th9.t neither 

three nc)rane is four, because they can never be four separ

ately; l)ut still it is impossible to add up to four without 

having 'lmi ts that can be broken down into three and one, or 

two and two. (This is considering integral numbers as rather 

"basic" quantities which are by their nature antithetical 

to each other.) Perhaps the basic difference in Hegel's 

interpretation of the Absolute (which might be called by one 

adhering to another philosophy God or Truth, etc.) is that 

he does not stress its faculty to level inequalities as much 

as he dCles the fact that it includes them.3 The two 

abstractions must be seen, when merged, not as a new "thing" 

but as parts of a whole. 

~~hese generalities fit into a theory of history in 

this way. Initially, one must assume that God could not 

create c~ evil world. However, a look into the pages of 

history finds people acting, for the most part, only toward 

lFindlay, £E.. ill., p. 66. 2l!?.!Q., p. 67. 
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the sat.isfaction of their own passions and needs. Hegel 

himself asks how to reconcile these two contradictory notions: 

When we look at this display of passions, and 
the consequences of their violence; the unreason 
which is associated ••• with them •••• since this 
decay is ••• the work ••• of the Human 1Vill--a 
moral embitterment ••• may well ~e the result of 
our reflections •••• ~hiS scen~ excites 
emotions of the profoundest and most hopeless 
sadness, counterbalanced by no consolatory 
result. We endure in beholding it a mental 
torture, allowing no defense or escape but the 
consideration that what has happened could not 
be otherwise; that it is a fatality which no 
intervention could alter. And at last we draw 
back from the intolerable disgust wi th ~.lf{hich 
these sorrowful reflections threaten us, into 
the more agreeable environment of our individual 
life •••• l But even regarding History as the 
slaughter-bench at which the happiness of 
peoples, the wisdom of states, and the virtue 
of individuals have been victimized--the 
question involuntarily arises--to what principle, 
to what final aim'2these enormous sacrifices 
have been offered. 

And he answers himself by the assertion that 

those manifestations of vitality on the part 
of individuals and peoples, in which they seek 
and satisfy their own purposes, are, at the 
same time, the means and instruments of a 
:~igher and broader purpose of which they know 
nothing--which they realize Wlconsciously •••• 3 

Thus it is not l1iw.possible" or "presumptuous tt to know what 

at least a part of God's plan is.1 This charge is levelled, 

presumably, by those who look beyond the facts that Hegel 

looks d:irectly at, by those who see evil as a deviation !!:..£!!!, 

rather than a part of the plan. 

History is two things to Hegel, as the N'azi movement 

Isee "WjLssen" -- composure is all that is left to you when 
your idE~als seem to have failed. 

2Aiken, £E. cit., p. 92. 
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is two things to Haushofer: it is the record of what 

ambitious and active people have done to better the world, 

but it is also the record of intermittent bad times, which 

must be overcome in order to climb to neW heights. l It is 

possible for such an ambitious person to act both for per

sonal gain and for the progress of the world, because whi!e 

he is assailing the foundations of the old order, he is at 

the same time creating something new that has "ripened within 

the existing system." still, such people are only "Victims 

of a higher necessity •••• instruments for historical progress,,,2 

a mysterious force which "operates behind the backs and 

oVer the heads of indiViduals, in the form of an irresistible 

anonymolls power •••• n3 But despite his idea that history is 

the working out of a divine plan, Hegel realized that the 

historical process was not fixed only along lines of progress 

not stra.ight lines, at any rate. He says that tithe history 

of man :is the history of his estrangement from his true 

interest and, by the same token, the history of its reali

zation.,,4 If the above paragraphs have seemed slightly 

contradictory it is because they are: the justification for 

this cOJ~usion is found in Hegel himself, who regards contra

diction as "the moti.ve force of the world tl and disallows as 

misunderstanding the popular notion that the contradictory

seeming convolutions in his philosophy stem from his own 

misunderstanding of basic concapts. 5 

IMarcuse, 2£. cit., pp. 229-31. 2Ibid ., p. 231. 3I bid., p. 233. 

4Ibid., p. 246. 5Findlay, £E. cit., pp. 64-5. 
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Therefore the meeting of the two propositions o~ 

thesis-cmtithesis-synthesis and historical necessity comes 

about in this way: history is 

a great waltz-like movement, from thesis 
-~hrough anti thesis to synthesis •••• Each 
historical moment, in negating its antecedent, 
at the same time 'takes up' whatever is 
Bignificant in it and preserves it as the 
aspect of a richer, more comprehensive, 
Bocial reality. Thus, from Hegel's stand
point, each successive generation may 
regard itself as at once the destroyer, 
pre~3erver, and improver of the cuI ture

l 
which 

jL t has inherited from its predecessor. 

The inhE~ri tance is always "whatever was vi tal."2 

IAiken, £E. cit., p. 76. 2Ibid. 



c. ~he ~ontradictory definition: a political evil 

It is only when it becomes necessary to decide whRt 

course of action to take in the future th8t Haushoferts 

two ways of looking at Nazism become contradictory. The 

movement seen as historical vengeance for loss of morality 

is indestructible, but the political organization of the 

Nazi party and st2te was still something th"'lt could be over-

thrown by people with enoueh courage and a little luck. 

several of the sonnets tell of his fight against the Nazis, 

but still the entire work is :permeated with resignation, 

mainly for two reasons. Fi1"st, none of the many attempts 

to assassinate Hitler or to remove him from office had ever 

had more than temporary success. Since Ha1lshofer the political 

scientist believed that the mo,Tement could be effectively 

sabotaged by eliminati np: its leader in one WP...y or 9,nother, 

he supported every move to arrest or kill Hitlp.r. RUt 

Hoffmann thinks he had given up hope even before the final 

disastrous attempt of July 20, 1944. At a~y rate, he says, 

in ttKassandro:" 

In letzter Not 
versuchter Gri~f zum Steuer ist misslungen. -
Jetzt wa'Y'ten wir, bis uns die See verschlun~en. 

(sonett 69) 

Second, he believed that Germ~my was gr8duall:;r 'vi therin.g; 

a'Nay, losing its vi i:ali ty and ability to resist evil--i t 

had not done so in 1933, a~d the si tU'l.tion h~ld gr:'ldually 
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worsened, helped on by the Nazis' extermination of everyone 

who could effectively withstand them and help Germany out 

of its condition, as can be seen in the sonnets "Gefaehrten" 

(p. 31), in which he thinks back on Helmuth von Moltke, 

Peter Yorck von Wartenburg, Gen. von Hassell, and others, 

the country's best,l who had been dead a year by the time 

the Sonette were discovered, and "Verhaengnis" (p. 49), in 

which he compares the two-front war to beinp, caught between 

a stGrm from the ocean and a fire from the steppes) with no 

one to protoot Germany from destruction. 2 

:Let us look at the resistance movement Haushofer was 

connectl3d with to investigate these claims. we will see 

that, for the most part, the opposition was working under 

the wor~3t condi tions it could tolerate and still survive: 

little popular support, internal disagreement, recalcitrance~ 

and vacillation of high-r~ing officers, the couhter

resistance conducted by the machinery of the police state, 

and othE~r factors. The miracle is not that there was so 

li ttle resistance but that what resistance there '.vas had as 

much suc:cess as it did. The story deserves to be told in 

some detail, because the record of its failure seems to 

bear out Haushofer's theory that the Nazi movement was 

destined. to rollover Germany and crush it, remaining itself 

unharmed until it had performed its task. (several sources 

refer to the movement as a "catalyst,tI which implies the 

ability to remain unchanged while causing change in something 

IHoffmann, ££. cit., p. 69. 2Ibid., p. 70. 
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else.) According to Rainer Hildebrandt, it was Haushofer's 

conviction that every attempt to destroy Hitler in the 

three-y,ear period between the invasion of Russia and the 

invasion of Normandy had f"ailed by a "Haaresbreite lf not 

because of" "coincidence" or ttmisfirings tt but because Ititler 

was "th,e incarnation of evill1 who would not fall until he 

had "followed his way completely to the end."l The story 

of the conservative resistance also gives evidence in 

support of Haushof"er's theory of Germany's moral weakening 

which rl3flects the times and the need for retribution by a 

divine hand (or, if you will, by the historical process). 

lsonett,~, commentary. 



1. tl Der Kreisau Kreis /1 

The resistance might be spoken of as having had 

two facElts, as there were two distinct groups, each in con

tact with the other through mutual member. and each having 

a distinct function. The more obvious is the group of army 

officers in the field and at the Bendlerstrasse in Berlin 

who werle responsible for the actual preParations for the 

revolt. The other side of the picture is the group known 

as the Kreisau Circle, so named because their meeting place 

was the Silesian estate of Count Helmuth von Moltke. l 

Actually only a few of the people known as the "Kreisau 

Kreis" were involved with the active opposition. Their main 

offense was their conspiratorial meetings and discussions. 

They weJr'e, in a sense, an 0 dd group--they were "never in any 

way a political party or even a conspiracy," and were com

posed of "a cross-section of what should have been the 

German ruling class ... 2 

~pheir leader was an extremely idealistic, liberal-

minded landowner who had divided his estate and parcelled 

a good deal of it out to peasants (Moltke)3, and the group 

was comprised not only of young aristocrats and nationalists4 

but also several Catholic and Protestant clergymen. Most 

lConstantine FitZGibbon, 20 July, p. 85. 

2Ibid., p. 84. 3Ibid., p. 85. 4Ibid., pp. 88-90. 
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of the group, which FitzGibbon considers to have been "as 

much a :religious movement •••• as a political one,n shared 

the opinion that the real problem they faced was "the 

alienat:ion of man from the society in which he lived through 

the destruction of his fundamental beliefs,,,l and that 

Christianity was a necessary ingredieht for a state based 

upon law and order and individual dignity.2 However, their 

Christi;mi ty did not produce unanimity of opinion about what 

their rlslationship to the plotters or to the government 

should -be. 3 some members, for instance, held beliefs close 

to Quietism, a philosophy very influential in Germany since 

the 1700's, which advocated passive suffering; it considered 

that ev,en good ends could not be served by immoral means, 

that onlS's political opinions had to be kept personal, and 

that onle' s responsibili ty to his nation superseded all others. 

Therefore assassination was not permissible, nor any of the 

violencl9 usually associated with revolution--sabotage, 

informa·tion leakage, desertion, or working in any way against 

the cOlliltry's youth serving in the army. Moltke himself 

seemed to be of this opinion.4- Others, intending to fight 

too*h ruld claw against the Nazis, respected this point of 

view while not sha.ring it. 5 

'rhe general picture one gets of the Kreisau men is 

that they were the intellectual half of the conspiracy, the 

lIbid., p. 92. 2I bid., p. 94. This first idea was 
probably held by Hau"SllOfer, whether or not the second was. 

3Ibid., pp. 94-5. 4Ibid., p. 95. 5Ibid., p. 96. 

--------_ .. _ ... _. 
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men who would plan the new Germany after stauffenberg, 

the working head of the active opposition, and his friends 

had done the more unpleasant parts of the work. However 

they were subject to all the danger and oppressive circum

stances the active half of the opposition was. Moltke said 

they were under constant pressure and endangered at all 

times: telephones were tapped, mail was censored, and the 

Gestapo might torture names and information out of anyone 

at any time. l They also used code names in correspondence 

and conversation, had only a few conferences for safety'S 

sake, and organized into Itcells lt as the movement grew, with 

each man knowing the names of only a few others. 2 EVen 

with these precautions, however, perhaps too many were 

involved for proper secrecy, and, too, preparations may 

have dragged out too long due to the illness of Beck, the 

proposed head of state of the new government. 3 

:Even the heads of the proposed new government seem 

to refl,ect somewhat the dual nature of the opposition. 

Chancellor would have been carl Goerdeler, one-timE; mayor 

of Leip:2;ig,4 a "rigidly right wing" nationalist who had been 

led at first to cooperate with the Nazis to an extent because 

of thei:r strong anti-communist stand. He became obsessed 

to the point of absurdity with the idea of saving Germany 

so Germ~~ could save Europe from communism. He is described 

lIbid., pp. 97-8. 2Dulles, £2. cit., p. 33. 

3FriedrJLch Meinecke, The German Catastrophe:: Reflections 
and Rec()llections, p.--rG3. 

4Dulles!1 .Q.E. cit., p. 32. 
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by Fitzr"!.ibbon as having had a tennency to "talk wildly" and 

"to exaO'gerate his own importance,,,l and by Dulles as a 

romanti,~ and optimistic man who was "often led to believe 

th2~t plans 'Nere reali ti es 2nd that good intentions were 

facts •••• ,,2 GenAral Guderian called him indecisive, 

unpopular, rel",tively unknown, and not at all practical 

(he kept a list of names of his co-cnnsnirl.t:01'''s--a lunatic 

thing to hCive done, under the circunst3TIces). ],i t:zr;.i bbon' s 

conclusion thRt he was "sadly lacking in discrimination" 

seems r~ .. ther a we,eik thing to sav :1.bout him. 3 

r}eneral Beck, proposed presinent, hAn ailvocated 

negotiated peace in both wars. He hated both the idea of 

revol t ;md that of losing the war, but he saw th'lt the l\Tazis 

would never negotiate, nor would the Allies ne~otiqte with 

them. 4 He balked at drawing up va1"'; ous camp.'3.ign plans, 

thinking they would lead to Wu1"', but allow-ed himself to be 

influenced not to resign in protest ulltil 1938, when he was 

succeeded by the anti-Nazi Halder. Beck and others had planned 

a coup :l.f Hi tl er han started a war, bnt the Allies t accent:",-nce 

of the ~3itu"ltion at lI~unich g:3.ve them no excuse to Clct.5 L"'ter 

when the consnir~:;tors tried to convince field cnmm,)nders 

that war on France meant inevi table disaster, the best result 

they could get was when SOIDAone "listened politely.1I6 Then 

Beck advocat:ed a "generals' strike," a prnt:est gestn 1"e to 

.. ,---_._- --> 

lQ£. cii~., pp. 116-18. 30p • cit., pp. 118-20. - -
4~., p. 108 •• 5Ibid., pp. 110-12. 6Dulles, 2.£.. cit., p. 60. 

---------------------------,----------------------
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force Hitler to remove himself from personal conduct of the 

war,l but Von Paulus, Kluge, and Manstein, who were sUPDosed 

to refuse to cooperate with Hitler, failed instead to 

cooperate with Beck. Manstein is credited wi t.h t"IO motives 

for his rt;fusal to act: he could not support such a move 

because soldiers were trHditionR1ly non-political,2 and, 

according to Dulles. he also wRnted to wed t until he had 

captllred sebastopol bec':.use it was an interestin.o- field 

exercise and one for which he might easily be decorated. 3 

.-------.-- .-." .. _-.. ". -_._---,,-

IFitzGihbon, £:2. cit., p. 36. 

3Q.E. ci ~~ ., p. 66. 

2Ibid., p. 111. 



2. 20 .July - The pre 1 ude 

lifi t.zGibbon, like Haushofer, considers the ~Tuly 20 

plot a~ainst Hitler's life the action of a group of men who 

had broken out of the general pattern of "thp individual's 

negation of responsibility in favour of the party, the 

movement, the ideology .•. 11 which nin P8st ages ••• 1Nould have 

been accurately described as the selling of souls."l 

'I'he man who actually c':lrried out the assassination 

attempt was a young staff officer, Colonel Count Claus von 

stauffenberg. 2 He had never been a Nazi or even a Nazi 

symv~.thizer, but he ha.d at f; 1"st thought the ne1"; regime to 

be better than the ineffective Weima1" Renublic or Communism, 

a view quite common to a1"my officers. 3 In 1938, while still 

hoping for some sort of sensible action from Hitler, he was 

assigned to the Panzer division of General Hoepner, who had 

been planning to arrest Hitlpr and all the top Nazis if war 

had come after the czech crisis. 4 Then, disillusioned by 

the failure of the Itgenerals' strike," he asked to be sent 

to the front and was seriously wounded in Tunisia. At this 

time, he diG. not know that another general, von Tresckow, 

had already decided to assassin,;ite Hitler.5 :qecunerating 

lIbid., p. xii. 

4Ibid., pp. 30-2. 

2Ibi9:., p. 2. 

5Ibid., p. 37. 

3Ibid ., pp. 25-6. 
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in hospitals, Stauffenberg made up his mind that he had a 

duty to his country of a different type than that of "the 

generals."l 

Tresckow served under General Beck, the Chief of 

Staff, and after Munich influenced him to become an anti

Nazi even though he could not persuade his superior to 

resign in protest or hardly even to protest. By 1941, 

Tresckow's headquarters on the Russian front had become a 

seething mass of anti-Nazi sentiment, and by 1942 he had 

decided that Hitler must die. 2 

A good account of this facet of the resistance is 

given in the book Otfiziere gegen Hitler by Fabian von 

Schlabr·sndorff, the contact between Tresckow and his friends 

Olbricht of the Home Army and Oster, Deputy Chief of the 

Abwehr. Tresckow never met oster and rarely saw olbricht. 

Those two worked the Berlin end of the conspiracy, whereas 

Tresckow was to carry off the actual assassination. The 

Berlin lnen worked under circumstances unbelievable to one 

who has never lived in a police state,3 but they were aided 

by the :fact that the Abwehr was the ideal organization within 

whi ch tlJ plan and carry ou t such activity. 4-

Irhe Tresckow-Oster-01bricht trio tried to lure Hi tIer 

to the :front .here they, knowing the territory better, would 

be at a considerable advantage. But this w~s not easy, as 

lIbid., p. 33. 2Ibid., pp. 40-41. 3tbid., p. 42. ....-

4Dulles, ££. cit., p. 70. 
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Hitler was extremely suspicious and rarely ventured out. 

After changing his mind several times, he came, but the 

attempt was ruined by General von Kluge, of whom we will 

hear more later, who refused to act. NO one would under

stand, he said, and assassination was not yet necessa~y.l 

Schlabrendorff and Tresckow then decided to carry 

out their plans anyway and hope that Kluge would follow if 

he didn't have to make the decision to do it himself. 2 

After having failed to slip a bomb into Hitler's closely

guarded car and later to assassinate him during the tour of 

an exhibit at the Berlin Arsenal,3 they planned to pla.nt a 

bomb in Hitler's plane and make it appear somehow to be an 

accidental crash. The bombs were placed in brandy bottles 

and put on the plane with the fuses lit. Since Hitler's 

plane was Partly armored, enough explosive had been put on 

board to blow up the entire plane. Oddly enough, nothing 

happened. Then the bottles had to be retrieved, because 

they had been in a package addressed to someone not a member 

of the plot. Much to everyone's relief, a simple phone call 

effected the return of the package on the pretense that 

there had been a shipping error. 4 

~~wo failures in March of 1943 and gradually worsening 

conditions decided the conspirators to take the bomb into 

Hitler's headquarters. Any account of the German underground 

IFitzGi1>bon, ~. cit., p. 43. 

3Ibid., pp. 48-49. 

2Ibi d ., p. 45. 

4Ibid., pp. 44-47. 
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is filled with periodic references to arrests, executions, 

and dismissals. This time it was Oster who was dismissed 

with no proof and watched by the Gestapo. Then his superior 

Admiral Canaris fell under suspicion and the Abwehr was 

assumed into the Sicherheitsdienst, the party security force. 

Oster's place in the movement was filled when Stauffenberg 

became Olbricht's Chief of Staff. l 

One of the biggest problems the opposition had to 

face at home was the securing of a force that could overcome 

the loyal SS troops, but it was difficult to get anyone to 

say he would assume the responsibility for this task. Gen. 

Hoepner, commanding a Panzer corps in 1941, said he would 

use his troops if the commander-in-Chief of the army would 

support his action, but his condition made it certain that 

no action would be taken. 2 This waS a shadow cast before 

a coming event--his similar decision at a time crucial to 

the plot's success. 

While Germany was winning in the west, the generals 

had no 1.lSe for the opposition; but when Russia was attafked, 

the situation changed. Since the army would be effectively 

tied up on the eastern front, someone could invade from the 

west without having to contend with an opposing force made 

up of fE~llow Germans. General von Wi tzleben volunteered to 

make th:Ls move, but he too was retired before he could act. 

Rundstedt, his successor, vetoed the proposal. 3 

l~., p. 6. 3Ibid., pp. 57-8. -
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At home the situation was little better. The Home 

Army was scattered, outnumbered by the SS, and ill-equipped 

and trained. FUrthermore, Fromm, its commander, while not 

a Nazi, was not much of an anti-Nazi either. And the 

co-oper~tion of the Home Army was essential to the plot, 

since,it had a good communications network with units all 

over the country. Olbricht, Fromm's immediate subordinate, 

was of course in on the plot, but he could not get Fromm to 

agree to any more than simply to deal with Hitler's successors 

if the :Fuehrer were killed. If any of the early g.ttempts 

had succeeded, Olbricht was prepared for action with an 

organization he had built up within the Home Army, plus 

Fromm's half-promise of assistance after the putsch. l 

The complicated business of getting troops to where 

they wou.ld be needed was known as "Operation Valkyrie." 

Home Army troops ·were allover the country and would have 

to be moved to the large centers of population with as little 

difficulty as possible. The task of planning all these move

ments was Stauffenberg's. The rearrangement of troops was 

justifi,ed to Hi tIer on an unlikely pretense which he believed: 

he thought the plan was brilliant. The main drawback was 

that Fromm's name would have to be on orders, since he was 

technically in charge of these troops. To set the plan in 

motion, two sets of orders were issued, one of which was 

sealed and only to be opened when the code word "Valkyrie" was 

received.. Then there would have to be an instant communications 

IIbid., pp. 58-9. 
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shut-down and the SS would have to be neutralized by Count 

Helldorf's Berlin police. l 

The entire plot hinged on Hitler's death--the soldiers 

would obey their generals if he were only gone. But because 

of the time factor involved, it would have been necessary 

to issue some orders before the actual assassination. In 

order to be ready instantly, the plotters han had many of 

the necessary documents typed and signed nearly a year before 

the final attempt and locked in Olbricht's office. 2 

At least one sympathetic officer would be needed at 

each major city. Where the commanders were Nazis, alternates 

were ready to take over. 3 where possible, these loyal offi

cers had. been given furloughs or special missions just for 

the occasions. 4 Many officers would obey orders from the 

Bendler:strasse (the administrative headquarters in Berlin) 

without question, but Fromm was still a big question mark. 

If he gave any trouble, Hoepner was to take over for him. 5 

~rhe opposition was not inactive through the winter 

of 1943·-44--attempts were made whenever feasible--but Hi tIer 

was virtually inaccessible and made use of the most complex 

security arrangements, often having briefcases searched. 

This at1~i tude on Hi tIer's part WaS behind the calling off 

of one proposed attempt which was to h;lve taken place at a 

conference in October of 1943. General Stieff, who had been 

lIbid., pp. 63-5. 2Ibid ., pp. 66-8. -
4Dulles ,. 2J2. cit., pp. 188-9. 5FitzGibbon, £E. cit., pp. 66-7. 
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contemplating performing the assassination, bs.cked down 

because of the security problem--and his own attitude} which 

waS common to many of the high-ranking officers whose coopera

tion could have facilitated the opposition's work a great 

deal. It may seem strange to think of intelligent, competent, 

experienced field commanders being stricken with instant 

indecis:ion in this most important undertaking, but such was 

the caSI~ with many whose aid would have been invaluable. 

The wav1ering warriors proved to be one of the mgjor draw-

backs to the plotters. Fi tzGi bbon explains this by saying 

that although Hitler and the generals despised each other 

mutuallY, there were two things that kept many from revolt. 

The fir:3t of these was that some of them could be swayed 

by Hitl(3r's personality. Of the second, and most important, 

he has -thi s to say: 

He [fu. tletl was the Chief of the state, the 
heir, no matter how debased and vile, of the 
(}erman Emperor, . of the King of Prussia, of 
those feudal monarchs whom generations of 
G-ermWl soldiers had served loyally and 
llllquestioningly unto death •••• For the great 
majority of German officers, to whom politics 
was an obscure and r:ither sorcL~. o~cupa,tion, 
treason was almost unthinkable •••• 

These mE:m, it must be remembered, had taken a personal oath 

to Hitler~ which was a genuine problem to some although it 

was undoubtedly used by others as an excuse for cowardice. 

However, men were always f01.md to do the less savory 

parts of the necessary work. At one point, it looked as 

though the attempt would mean suicide for the assassin.4 

l~., p. 68. 2Ibid., pp. 69-70. 3Ibid., p. 70. 4Ibid • -
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A vo1'Wl.teer was called from the eastern front to demonstrate 

a new type of uniform more suited to the Russian climate--

but his Pack was to be filled with high explosives. Since 

their men would be re-outfitted also, heads of the SS and 

Luftwaffe would be present, prewenting a rare opportunity 

to eliminate a group of undesirables, who were seldom found 

together, at one blow. However, Hitler postponed the demon

stration se~.eral times, the new equipment was destroyed in 

an air raid, and the volunteer was recalled to the front, 

lthere he was seriously wounded. His place waS taken by 

another young officer and the demonstration was then set 

for February 11; but the attempt was called off because 

Himmler would not be present. Evidently the plotters were, 

at this stage, going to be satisfied by nothing less than a 

clean sweep of the major Nazi leadership. Shortly afterwards 

this se.::~ond volunteer WaS arrested. There ma,;y have been yet 

another attempt made with this special equi9ment, but Hitler's 

caution sabotaged it if it occurred at all. l 

On July 1, 1944, Colonel Stauffenberg was made chief 

of Staff to Fromm, a situation havin~ g;ood and bad sides. 

Now Stal.lffenberg would have access to Hitler and would be 

able to issue orders in Fro~ID's name--but now he would almost 

have to make the attempt himself, because he would be the 

only onE~ who could get close to Hi tIer, and that would put 

him out of touch with Berlin when he would be needed. 2 At 

l~., pp. 71-4. 



this time Fromm was cautiously sounded out and seemed 

agreeable. l 
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The military situation was becoming worse and worse-

both fronts were collapsing--which meant they would have to 

act while the army was still intact: a government with 

nothing to govern was useless. The coup would have to be 

able to be interpreted as "more than the twitch of a mori-

b d . ,,2 un organ~sm •••• Some would have been content to wait 

for inevitable defeat, but Stauffenberg said no. Many still 

felt that a plot would at least be an object lesson and 

would 113t people know that a resist8nce existed. 3 

Yon Trott, the group "expert" on foreign affairs, 

thought the Allies would negotiate if the war were halted 

on both fronts, so the plotters decided to continue as 

planned, despite the "unconditional surrender" maxim. 4 

Some atotention should be paid to the situation caused by 

this pa:r-ticular piece of Allied so-called strategy, because 

not only was it "a first-class excuse for •••• continued 

refusal to act against Hitler,u5 it was forcing the German 

people ·co side with the Nazis out of fear that the Allies 

were plotting to destroy Germany forever. 6 It was also 

forcing the plotters to consider dealing with Russia, which 

they had no desire to do,7 

lIbid., pp. 140-1. 

3Ibid., pp. 81-3. 

2I bid., pp. 137-8. 

4~., p. 149. 5Ibid., p. 121. 

6Hans 'R~)thfels ,"The German Opposition !Q Hitler: An 
APpraisal, p. 129-

7FitzGibbon, £E. .. cit., pp. 125-6. 
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Yon Trott had tried to get the Allies to reassure 

German independence after the war, to send confidential 

asSurruH~es to the resistance leaders, and to bomb "military 

and industrial targets"l rather than "civilian objectives" 

because outstanding opposition leaders were being killed in 

raids and meeting places were being destroyed. 2 But there 

was no answer, so Trott tried for the first time to contact 

the German communists. 3 These contacts resulted in many 

arrests, because someone in the Communist ranks was an 

informer for either the Nazis or' 'Communists. 4 The united 

states :3eemed to have a horrible fear of one-sided negotiations 

without Russiapwhereas Ruasia was carefully doing just the 

opposi t4::! in her propaganda. 6 Fortunately, even though they 

did bel:ieve that Russia would develop Germany better as a 

satellite, most of the plotters had been reared in western 

traditions and favored a Western connection. 7 Be that as 

it may, Fi tzGi bbon suggests thc:t t if the A.llies had landed 

paratro()ps in Berlin on July 20 or had let Rommel come across 

the lin4:;s to discuss surrender terms, the war mif"ht have 

ended a year sooner, with the Russian army still in Russia, 

Germany not yet bombed to ruins, and the ato' bomb still on 

the drawing board. 8 At this point, the world seems to be 

lrbid., pp. 126-7. 2Dulles, £E. cit., pp. 168-9. 

3Fi"tzGibbon, 2,£. cit., p. 127. 4r bid., p. 144. 

5Rothfels, 2,.2.. ill., p. 137. 6rbid ., p. 14. 

7Dulles:, £E.. cit., p. 166. 8.QE. ill., p. 124. 



sharing Germ3.IlY's guilt in prolonging the war just as 

earlier it ',"vas sU,Q,"gested that the non-German world in 

general aided the Nazi rise to power. 
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~eneral Rommel's part in the plot is worth m~ntion, 

though not for the usu8,1 reasons (i t hBs been overpubli

cized). However his very failure--especially his h,:ving 

been incapacitated at such a critical time only a few days 

before the final attempt as though he wer~ being removed 

before he could alter the course of historv--seems to bnlster 

the theory th:-, t the entire resistance seemAd foredoomed to 

failure. He became attached to the plot somewhat late, but 

at the time he Has perhaps the most popular milit~ry figure 

of the period and commanded the l~r.Q;est army on the western 

front. Every time Rommel tried to reason with Hitler he was 

shouted down, but he h'-'.d the support of his subordin'l.tes, 

who ,;greed to follow him if he tried a revolt. After Rommel 

and Runc.sted t both tried to convince Hi tIer once more, ap"ain 

unsl1ccessfully, they return~d to the front to find that d3aths 

and the usual arrests and replacements were we~-lk~ning their 

position. Then Rundstedt himself was dismissed to be replacee 

by the indecisive Kluge. l When a ceasefire was arranged for 

a prisoner exchange, the western generals wanted to use this 

as an excuse to talk to the Allies. But Rommel was severely 

wounded en route to a bad sector of the front and his place 

was taken by Kluge, who then commanded Rommel's fn"Y'ces 

personally as well as the entire front. This mi-:de Kluge 

undoubtedly the most important man in the wewt. 2 Rommel was 

1Ibid., pp. 130-32. 2Ibid., pp. 134-5. 



later di.scovered and forced to commi t suicide before he 

could be of real harm. l 
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On July 11 it was decided to discard 8.S impr2.ctical 

the coned tion of having to be able to kill both Hi tl er aYld 

Rimmler, and shortly thereafter, on the 15th, another ~<bor

tive attempt was m:·de. Unfortun::3tely, the first set of 

orders had been issued to the troops. They V'fere quickly 

countermanded,2 bu.t since the preliminpry orders h''1d a1 ready 

been given on the 15th, noneyere given on the 20th. The 

plot Waf] somewhat left hanp::ing--not eVAn all the consnirators 

kne"i exactly when the next ~lttempt j'vould be. 3 ~ppcl.rently 

there were t',/O such attempts m~lde in the 10 days before the 

fine:!.l one. stauffenberg h,Old been chosen as assassin both 

becmwe he hp.d access to Hi tl or and because his physi cal 

mutilation, giving the impression thq+ he ""as morlO> or less 

harmless, would 3.11ay suspicion. Each time an assistant had 

also c8Tried a sp·:~re bomb, pArhAYlS on the thp.ory that if it 

beca~ absolutely necess2.rv, Staut'fenoerg could h:ve gone 

out and returned with the oth~r. If by any ch'lYlr>e the 

assistant hild been allowed insi ne the con-f'erence room, the 

explosion would heve killed everyone present. 4 The wer-:.non 

that hE.l,(l been selected was an exnlosi ve frequen+ly used by 

sah oteul's--small, destructive and unhampered by a noisy or 

1 Dull e s l' 2.P • cit., p. 176. 

2FitzGil)bon, £E.. cit., pp. 147-8. 

4Ibid.., pp. 7-8. 

-------------------,-------------------------

3~ .• , p. 154. 
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vjsible fuse. when it exploded it wnuJ.d throw no fragments 

because it 'Nas in no cas; ng, but the fn""'ce of the b1::'l.st 

would be terrifi c. one kilogram of this exnlosi ve -:;as the 

fficximurn cnnceal'-,ble amount, b"t in 8.'Y1 enc10Red spFwe the 

small bomb would wreak havo c. l 

IIbid., pp. 4-7. 

----------_.---_._- .. - .-_ ... ---



3. i'Walkuere! It 

stauffenberg flew in a private plane to Hitler's 

headquarters in Rastenburg, where he expected to attend a 

conference in the usual location, a reinforced hut near the 

center of a camp who se SS-managed security me:-l sures included 

check p,:>ints, barbed wire, minefields, and gun emplacements. l 

Upon arrival, however, he learned that this conference was to 

be in a bunker inside the inner sanctum of the camp instead 

of the u.sual one slightly outside the enclosure. This 

lighter (!) bunker had been reinforced by 18 inches of con

crete when the camp had been rebuilt for security, but it 

was a hot, muggy day and all the windows were wide open, 

which dlsfrayed some of the force of the blast. 2 

Nhen Stauffenberg entered the bunker, he put his 

briefcase full of explosives agp,inst one of the large oak 

support;3 of the table. When the' conference ~ot underway, 

he slipped out. While he was gone, another officer stumbled 

on the loriefcase and kicked it behind the support, so that 

the bla:st was somewhat muffled when the explosion occurred. 

From outside, however, it appeared fatal. Stauffenberl!!; 

left and General Fellgiebel, head of the Signal Corps, set 

his wheels in motion. 3 Fellgiebel was to order his men to 

lIbid., pp. 11-12. 2Ibid., pp. 15-17. 31£!£., pp. 18-19. 

------------------,----------,-'''--
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pass on no orders, since the communications network was too 

big to be destroyed; but one way or another, Rastenburg had 

to be isolated. Then orders would be sent to all parts of 

the Reich by the new government. l By lying, bluffing, and 

remaining calm, Stauffenberg got past all the check points 

and to an airport. As no one had alerted airstrips to take 

security measures, he WaS allowed to take off, but since 

there was no wireless in the plane, he was out of contact 

with Berlin for three precious hours en route. 2 

The result of the bomb was that four men were killed--

but Hitler, leaning over the table top and shielded by a 

support, suffered only relatively minor damages. At first 

everyone at Rastenburg thought the damage had been done by 

a dive plane or by something planted by foreign workers '.vho 

had been remodeling the camp. No one thought of Stauffenberg 

for more than an hour and even then they did not connect his 

isolated attempt with a sizeable, organized movement. 3 

When Olbricht and Hoepner in Berlin were told of the 

attempt and its failure, they decided to issue no orders 

until confirmation of this or a firm st::3tement of success 

came through. With Stauffenberg gone, the entire operation 

slowed down to the unheccl thy crawl thu.t was to prove fa tal 

to it.4 

It is often said that failure to depriVe Rastenburg 

lIbid., p. 13. 

3Ibid., pp. 157-8. 

2Ibid., pn. 21-22. - . 

4Ibid., pp. 155-56. 
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of a means of communication WaS one of the chief causes of 

the attempt's failure. However, since Fellgiebel could not, 

because of their construction, blow up the communications 

centers, he had to keep them neutralized only by his personal 

authority, which he did for the extraordinarily long period 

of 2~ hours. In fact, Fellgiebel's very thoroughness kept 

the generals in Berlin from being informed of the true 

situationr l This particular development seems to be as good 

or better proof that some~hing was working a~ainst the 

plotters than Hitler's argument that it was divine providence 

that led him to s'i/i tch bunkers that day. 

EVeryone was slow in setting the Berlin wheels rolling. 

The take-over might h8.ve been effected with Hitler alive if 

Stauffenberg's subordinates and his immediate superiors--

in fact, praatically everyone but Stauffenberg himself--had 

just had enough initiative to act and start the movement out 

of its inertia. It might have picked up speed on its own 

and been functioning when the man who was for all practical 

purposes its leader arrived. 2 

When Stauffenberg landed, the communications block 

was just lifting; but he told his peo-ple that Hitler must 

be dead, and had Valkyrie orders issued. Fromm, who didn't 

believe this, called Keitel in the east and was told the 

oPPosite. 3 Stauffenberg, in turn, thinking the Commander

in-Chie.f was stalling for time, didn't believe Keitel and 

lIbid., pp. 156-7. 2I bid., pp. 163-4. 3Ibid., p. 165. -
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oreered the plans to go ahead. Then he called "Paris, where 

the strongest and best-orgsnized resistance outside Berlin 

was located, and ordered the SS arrested. l Beoause 'Fromm's 

subordinates would probably obey his orders quicker than 

Hoepner's just from habit and duty, a last effort waS made 

to win him over, in which Stauffenberg lied about Hitler's 

death and said he had seen the body carried out. Fromm" 

furious that a putsch was being carried out over his head, 

tried to arrest everyone in the room, whereupon Olbricht, 

with some difficulty, arrested him. 2 

At this time some changes were being rapidly made in 

the structure of the military hierarchy. Hitler made Rimmler 

head of the Home Army and told him to crush the revolt,3 and 

at the same time the opposition was trying to make a few 

changes of its own in the Wazi system of 'command by sending 

a Major Remer to arrest Goebbels. 4 When Remer said that 

Hitler was dead and that he was acting on new orders, Goebbels 

stayed ·calm, called Hi tIer, and let Remer talk to him. 

Having recognized Hitler's voice, Remer switched sides and 

helped 13top troop movements and keep the necessary forces 

out of Berlin. 5 

'rhe operation wasn't going much better in Paris, where 

a key man had disappeared and could not be located to begin 

arresting SS troops. Ivhen he was finally found, he postponed 

lIbid., pp. 169-70. 2Ibid., pp. 171-3. 

3Ibid., p. 180. 4Ibid., p. 178. 5Ibid., pp. 183-4. 
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the operation until after dark so the P8risi~s would not 

have to witness the spectacle of Germans arresting Germans. 

Then Kluge heard a radio report by Goebbels telling that 

Hitler was alive and refused a promise of loyalty to Beck. l 

:However, the people at the Bendlerstrasse thought 

Hitler's being alive was inconsequential and went ahead as 

planned, albeit late. But things were not going so well in 

the outlying provinces: news of the FUehrer's escape coming 

over the radio had slowed down their action considerably. 

Only in Munich did all go perfectly. Elsewhere either no 

one actE~d or else they were prevented from dOing so by arrests 

and comlterattacks by the Nazis. 2 In fact, ma~y district 

commandE~rs asked confirmation of their orders from the Gau

leiters whom they were to arrestr 3 

nonfusion swept Berlin: no one knew whom to believe 

or obey., The commander of the best troops in the area, having 

not been informed of the date of the putsch, was out of town, 

some of the troops were out on maneuvers, and Beck had not 

been able to broadcast due to a communications delay.4- Such 

a broadcast and a past positive offer from the western Allies 

might ha.ve encouraged the vacillating Kluge to move, but 

instead he was completely on his own. He tried to call east 

upon receiving a message signed by Keitel saying that Hitler 

was alive, but all the top generals were elsewhere. This 

lIbid., pp. 188-9. 

3Ibid., p. 194. 

2Ibid., pp. 190-2. 

4Ibid., pp. 195-7. 

-----------------------------------.--------------
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caused Kluge to think that perhaps Beck had been right and 

that the reason he could contact no one was the confusion 

at Rastenburg resulting from Hitler's death. At last Kluge 

called Stieffl in the east and was told the truth. That 

marked the end of his waverings: as long as Hitler was alive, 

Kluge was taking no chances. 2 When he heard of the attempts 

to arrest Nazi troops he was furious. However this measure 

was carried out with moderation and success, and ttby mid-

night 12,000 of the most unpleasant people in France were 

safely under lock and key.1t But it was only in Paris that 

the orders of the Bendlerstrasse were being carried out. 

What was perhaps the climax to all the activity occurred 

when it was announced that Hitler would speak over the radio. 

Stauffe.nberg tried to keep things moving, but the announcement 

had a great effect. 3 

'Then everything collapsed at the Bendlerstrasse. The 

first ~~cident was caused by Fromm, who managed to sneak out 

i~ormation which alerted loyal troops. Then an officer who 

served "~der Olbricht decided that the putsch had failed and 

arrested. everyone he could find at the Bendlerstrasse, wounding 

Stauffell.berg in the process. Beck, bungling two suicide 

attempt;s, was finally dis patched by a sympathetic N.O.O. 

Olbrich"t, Stauffenberg, and two others were shot outslilde in 

lstieff, mentioned earlier as having changed his mind at the 
last minute before he was to have attempted an assassination, 
had been in on this plot too but did not carry out orders when 
he leanled that the bomb had failed. 

2FitzGilobon, .2.,E. cit., pp. 198-200. 3Ibid., pp. 204-7. 
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a courtyard,l but Hoepner, who had actually asked for written 

orders "before he would take over for Fromm--an action sus

piciously like those of Fromm himself--2was only arrested. 

The next day, Fromm too was arrested to be court-martialed 

for his part in the revolt. 3 

In Paris, after Hitler spoke, the LUftwaffe and 

remaini:ng SS were ready to fight the army, to General 

Steulpnagel, who had arrested the Nazi troops, released 

them, a:nd then tried to anticipate Nazi tljustice lt by killing 

himself. His attempt failed also, and he was led to the 

gallows blind. 4 

lIbid., pp. 207-11. 2Dulles, £E. cit., p. 184. 

3FitzGibbon, ££. cit., pp. 211-12. 4Ibid., p. 213. 



4. Aftereffeots 

The aftermath of the attempted revolt was horrible 

in conception and scope. Seven thousand were arrested, of 

whom fi've thousand were killed, in an attempt to eliminate 

every anti-Nazi in the country. Resistance members already 

under arrest or in prison were shot. 1 Mo1tke, who had been 

arrested on a compar~tive1y minor charge and waS to have been 

released, was executed after certain documents were discovered. 2 

Albrecht Haushofer and most of the others imprisoned at this 

time were shot by the SS in 1945. Hitler, in his fury to 

take revenge on the aristocracy and officer caste, persecuted 

anyone 'Ni th the name of Goerde1er or Stauffenberg to the 

extent that babies of those families had to be given to 

others and renamed in order to save their lives. Goerde1er 

himself, in hiding, was betrayed and shot. only a bare 

fraction of the people involved to any extent in the plot 

escaped, and that as much by accident as anything e1se. 3 

All sorts of factors seemed to be working against 

the res:istance: pure chance, or, if you will, "historical 

necessi·~y;" the character of the men involved, which led 

them to turn away from the resistance movement completely, 

waver a"oout the edges of it now-in-now-out, or get into the 

lIbid., p. 214. 2Ibi d., p. 102. 3Ibid., pp. 214-16. 
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middle of the plot aT'ld then let it fall anaT't while ivai tinp,: 

for someone else to give the order to act;l aT'ld the fact 

that the world was willing to let Hitler triumph over those 

who wouJ.d have destroyed him if they could. 

Most of the authors consulted show hardly-concealed 

disgnst at the atti tude of the Allies. 1~ashinQ:'ton and London 

had known ahead of time of the attempt,2 yet they were 

gratified by the failure because now the Germnn a,..m..y conld 

be wipp.d out.3 In addition to this, the conspirators were 

too far right in political belief for comfort: Rothfels 

says thE~ .4merican press called the attempt p,:an.c.rsterish a .... d 

showed a dislike of the officers and a.:ri8tocrats which 

completely overshadomed the men's motives, one paper wishing 

that lithe corporal n and "thp (}enerals" would exterminate 

each other. America in general, he says, misunderstood the 

conservative Germans; thev didn't understano ho;'! anyone but 

a so-called liberal could oppose Hitlerism and looked for. 

ulterior motives. 4 

But FitzGibhon--and Haushofer w""ld probably have 

agreed with him--blames the Allies' a+'titude on the fact that 

in this aqe of shifted-o~f responsibility aT'ld the mAss mind, 

no one could understand the trlle motives of an idealistic 

and responsible few, who represented a "ster:tling depa,..ture 

lQuoted from the von Hassell DiAries: "These genera1s seem to 
want the HitlAr government itself to o,..der them to overth"'ow 
it." (nulles, ,21)- cit., p. 57.) 

2Dulles, ££. cit., pp. 192-3. 3Fi+zGibbon,~. ci+., p. 217. 

4QE. cit., pp. 164-6. 

----------------



t'rom the principles and practice of the century.IIl He 

characterizes these men as 

unmilitaristic soldiers •••• trade unionists 
and socialists who saw far beyond a class 
or a doctrine •••• great landowners who were 
prepared and willing to see their estates 
divided •••• men of God who after what must 
have been acute spiritual anguish ~ere 
prepared to countenance murder •••• 
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In short, this was a new breed of man who was willing "to 

act politically with neither doctrine nor party but only 

his conscience behind him," which FitzGibbon thinks, at 

least for this century, is "paradoxical, indeed almost 

unknown •••• " but which proves that "in the most atrocious 

situations •••• it is still possible for men to stand up and 

act as men are intended to act."3 

IFitzGibbon, £E. Cit., p. 219. 2Ibid., p. 222. 3Ibid. -



III. (!('NCLUSION 

Haushofer's second definition of Nazism, surpris i ngly 

enough, provides more hope for the future than does the 

first B:nd perhans more rational one: if Hi tIer '!J'ere pla~rinS!: 

a historical role, then someone must h'lve assigned it to 

him. 1 'I~he only logical reason for ending one enoch wonld 

have to be to let another begin, one which would re-establish 

man on his path to"'J8,T'd progress; for Haushofer did believe 

that histoT'Y was working toward an eventual good end. l1~he 

sonnet 'Kosmos' (p. 79),u says Hoffmann, "contains the extreme 

affirmation of an ultimate world order far above and beyond 

the sphElre of human action and control, ,,2 and \~rassermr;nn sees 

in this particular sonnet the most hopp.fnl note in the book 

in its Btressing of the unity of all creation: 3 

Ob sich in Klaen,gen wie zu freier 'vahl, 
j.m Keplp.yschen ~esetz ihr ~inn enthuell t, 
es muss wohl sein, dass diese '<reI t erfuell t 
geheimnisvolle Harmonie der ~ahl. 
In strahl und schwingung zu gempssnem Spiel 
u.ul'Nebt sich aller. stoff und loest si cn wieder, 
'IDd aIle Formen sind gewoll te r;.lieder 
in einem/~ltgesetz, vor einem ~iel.---
Ver je den grossen Bau der HTel t bedacht 
lUld fuehl te nicht, wie'r;.ottes hoher Geist 
noch ueber den Gesetzen wacht und kreist---
!Jie blind erscheint, wer Schoepfertum verlacht! 

lHoffmann, .2,£. cit., p. 70. 2Ibid., p. 71. 

3 11 'Rin Denkma1 des ewigen Deutschlands," p. 312. 
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Wir kennen kawn den kleinsten Teil davon: 
Gesetz ist Wunder, Zahl ist 'Yel tenton. 

(Sonett 79) 

wasserm8nn also cites sonnet 27, IInie Mupcke," in which 

appear t.he lines ""fir sind ja beiCie, Mensch und Muecke 

nichts/ als kleine Schatten eines grossen Licht.s. nl This 

idea appears in enough sonnets to suppose th~' t the collection 

is not exclusively pessimistic, e.~. the following: 

"'ribetisches Geheimnis" (p. 13) says that a man wit.htn a 

cell can find freedom, since he is a part of eternity--he 

has transformed "ins grosse TIu hinein das kleine Ich;" and 

in "Om Mani Padmp Huro lt (p. 25) anpears the ides th,"t if you 

immerse yourself in the unity of the universe you will feel 

no pain or ~o""row. 

~rhis tloptimismn can be found a1 so in one of the r8,re 

poems ill which Haushofer makps a direct allusion to 

Christi::mity, "Qui Resurrexit" (p. 24), in which he spe<lks 

of a preference for a painting in which "doch nicht der 

Fahle, der zuro Tod. sich neigt--/ der Lichtumflossne: dieser 

ist der Christ." This does not necessarily have to be 

interpr,=ted as proof of Haushofer's conversion to Chr; stinni ty. 

It can 'be interpreted as meaning that one should look beyond 

the death--of a man, of a god, of a movemsnt; all had their 

times of life and their hours of death, but one should look 

to the good thRt came from the bad. This is both good 

Christi:::.n and good Hegelian philosophy, since both deal in 

--------------,-
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contrad:iction--that is, the substitntion of the unlikely 

for the obvious, the "impossible l1 f"'r the prosaic. 

'rhis brings us back to Hegel and the philosophical 

germs from which Haushofer's convictions grew. Rather 

illurnin;"ting at this point is Hegel's theory of tr"'.Q:'ed.y, 

of v.rhich Reyburn has the follo'JIling to say: 

'rhe devotion to crun abstract ide9.1,.2.'ood in 
:i tself but imperfect when set a.2.'2inst the rest 
of life, brings the a~ent into collision with 
other factors and 'Hi th the vlhole; and in the 
'Jonflict the tragic hero is ove,..thrown. The 
final note of tragedy, however, is not loss. 
Over and above the confusion and destruction 
of that which is imperfect and by the nature 
of things transitory there is the assertion 
of the full~.nd roundeci character of reality. 
The positive side, of course, is not fully 
developed in tragedy •••• but behind the 
sympathy with the fallen there must be a 
feeling of the gre~'ter good which the agent 
himself ',Jas unable to grasp, and his fall is 
a vindication of the deeper t~lth. 

For "prota.Q:'onist" it is possible to substitllte Hitler, as 

:the proponent of national prid.e, strenp-"th, and action-

ideals vlhich would be good !!! ~heir place (note thG.t H.9.US

hofer calls the Nazis "Die Herren ohne Mass" in "1)ie grossen 

Toten," p. 56)--or perhaps Haushofer himself, as representative 

of those who perhaps followed a nobler ideal but were some

how incapable of tr::::nslatinrr thought effectively into action. 2 

Though there migh"t be little "sympc.:.thy vIIi th the fallen" when 

Hi tIer i.s substituted, there would be, for some one 'H; th 

Haushofer's convictions, a Vision of the other sine, the 

unity, the necessity of the holocal1st to return bc:lance to 

lQ£~ ci~., p. 14. 28ee again U?ri.ssen, It p. 68. 

---_._--_. __ . 
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the world by letting the evil burn itself out. 

'But is there contradiction implied in saying that 

although there is hope in many of the sonnets the greater 

part of the 'Nork seems to be wri +.ten in a minor key? 1Iirot 

nAcE:!ssarily. HaushofeT"s vision of the other sine mentioned 

above would not necessarily exclude pessi mism, since H::lUS

hofer was watching his era go up in smoke from a vie\ffpoint 

in the yery middle of it gnd not on some high peak safely 

outside. One must remember th8.t Haushofer's era was coming 

to a close, and although the world--a better one, he honed--

would l:ive on, he Nould. not, nor V'v-oulci nm:v of the traditions 

he grew up in. He felt a sort of identifica+'ion ~ni th the 

age th::::t Vvas endinp;: it Rnd he 'J'/ould die to.Q"ether. l It 

was, to paranhrase Hilnebrannt, the strnggle of a ne-.:rer

returning age against demons, one of which was suxe to kill 

him in :its de:"lth ago:b:.ies. 2 

~rhere is a note of hOpefulness in certai n of the 

sonnets w'hich cenrlot be denied, e.g. the followiny lines 

from "Asti spumante" (p. 38): "1m A.schen~rund vl"ln allen 

iCfeltenfeuern/ sind immer 8eelpn, die das Glueck- erneuern." 

HONever these lines c9.nnot be read /Vi +.nout those thr:1.+' 

immedLitely precede thE:!m: "Tch werde keinen Asti mehr 

geniessen •••• / Mag edler 'vein fuer junge Herzen fliessen ••• " 

Al though there is ahvays s()mpthing Ipft--the ,,'/nrld IHil1 

never burn itself out completely--thBt is a far-off dream, 

a s()rt of unreal sneculation f()r the man ':/ho is vieNing thp 

IHoffmann, QjL. ci:t;:., p. 73. 2 sonette, commentary. 
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world from behind prison walls. "Glauben" may very well 

take a back seat to "Wissen" in this case--the future has 

not yet arrived, but the bars are very real. The final 

cause of resignation is the Hegel-like contradiction of 

hope on top of hopelessness, the very hope itself bearing 

the seed of its own extinction. That contradictory feeling 

gives these lines the sense of absorption which is both 

renewal and annihilation by the next generation: 

Wir sind die Letzten. Unsere Gedanken 
sind morgen tote Spreu, vom Wind verjagt, 
und ohne Wert, wo jung der Morgen tagt. 

("Das Erbe," p. 57) 
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